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In June Katherine Maher will mark her third
anniversary as executive director of the
Wikimedia Foundation (WMF). Before
becoming ED, Maher served as acting ED for
three months, and WMF chief communications
officer for two years. She had previously
worked in communications with UNICEF, the
National Democratic Institute, the World Bank,
and Access Now.

This interview covers topics from the WMF's
relationship with the editing community, to her
accomplishments as ED, to diversity,
harassment, WMF spending, airplanes, global
advocacy, and The Badass Librarians of Timbuktu.

Sign Post: When you became ED what were your feelings then about the tasks ahead of
you and in particular about working with the editor community which was then in an uproar?
Is working with the community of editors one of your most challenging tasks?

Katherine Maher: Well, it was a really unexpected new role, and I was focused on trying to
live up to the needs of the movement. I’d also just had back surgery for a spinal injury four
weeks before Wikimania Esino Lario, so I was literally shaky on my feet! Which is to say, my
feeling were a real jumble: I was humbled by the faith from the Board, I was excited for the
chance to set the Foundation on a course that was more aligned with my understanding of
our movement than in the past, and I was anxious about taking seriously the importance of
the work ahead.

Katherine Maher marks 3 years as executive
director
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Truthfully, the relationship between the Foundation and the community had been strained for
as long as I’d been around. There was little trust between the two groups, and the
Foundation had made plenty of missteps along the way. But suddenly, Foundation staff, who
are truly dedicated to the movement and mission, found themselves also in a difficult
position, and more aligned with community than at any time in the past. There was a lot to
take on at once, but also a lot of opportunity to try and reset and realign folks around the
bigger free knowledge vision and our shared sense of values.

I felt as though there were three truly critical things to do: Improve the relationship between
the Foundation and the community (both the individual editor community and also our
community of affiliate groups), support Foundation staff coming out of a period of cultural
upheaval, departures, and transitions, address the issues and give people a sense of
stability, and rebuild critical capacities and institutional knowledge.

Bring people together around a direction for the organization and the movement overall -- a
shared purpose and set of values. This became our work on movement strategy and
creating a shared sense of direction across the movement.

To me, all three of these things were urgent and important.

You asked specifically about working with the editor community. I believed the tension
between the editor community and the Wikimedia Foundation was untenable for community
and staff alike. We’re all here for the vision, and being at odds with one another was going to
hurt this thing that we’ve spent so many years building. I knew the Foundation needed to
spend more time listening to communities, understanding people’s challenges and
frustrations, and taking steps to respond. I didn’t expect that we would agree on everything -
our movement is far too complex and diverse for that. But my goal was -- and continues to be
-- to build trust and move forward. Today, I think we’re in a place where we're having more of
a conversation, even if we don’t agree with each other. That’s a far better place!

So, in general, I feel like working with the editor community isn’t about being hard or easy --
it’s part of who we are, and how we make Wikimedia possible. When it’s hard, we at the
Foundation have to ask ourselves why: is it because we’re off track? Because we need
more conversations? Because we’ve skipped a step of trust? Again, sometimes we’re going
to disagree, but let’s try to do that openly, with good faith. Because sometimes we’ll change
our minds, sometimes the community sentiment will change, and sometimes we’ll find the
right compromise. Such a big part of the Wikimedia ethos is that none of us necessarily
knows more than the others of us, so there’s always an opportunity to learn together on how
we can build and sustain this incredible thing on behalf of so many.

SP: What have been the major accomplishments of Wikipedia and the WMF in the last three
years? What have been your own major accomplishments in the last three years?

[In 2016] the relationship between the Foundation and the community had
been strained for as long as I’d been around. There was little trust between
the two groups, and the Foundation had made plenty of missteps along
the way.
”



KM: There are so many things that the movement has accomplished over the past three
years. We’ve celebrated the 18th birthday of the English Wikipedia, and milestone birthdays
for many other projects. We've seen our 300th language's Wikipedia emerge. Commons and
Wikidata are up to 50 million images and items, respectively. Our community keeps growing
globally, with more than 100 global affiliates, and women are increasingly represented in
leadership roles (https://medium.com/@marianarra_/women-in-the-wikimedia-movement-rol
es-culture-and-opportunities-c1092b0b924). I like to point to the fact that on English
Wikipedia, the percentage of articles about women has increased from 15 to nearly 18
percent. 15 to 18 percent may not sound like much, but that represents more than 86,000
new articles, about 72 new articles about women every single day, for about three and a half
years -- and usually these articles are more meticulously sourced and higher quality than
your average article. The ability to move the needle one article at a time is significant.

In the context of the broader world, I’m also excited that Wikipedia is more trusted today than
ever. I don’t mean in the sense of mindless consumption of the articles -- after all, we’re a
“citation needed” culture. Instead, I mean that more people see Wikipedia as a place that
they can come to learn, to discuss, and find a sense of shared understanding -- that it’s
precisely because of our non-commercial, community-driven model that they can trust us. At
a time in which so much information is now perceived as contentious or polarized,
Wikipedia’s importance to the public discourse is something that we can be proud of. The
community and the Foundation share something of critical importance: we’re all working to
improve Wikipedia. In that sense, the achievements of the Foundation are usually
achievements shared with the community.

I'm proud of working with so many different community members on the strategic direction
process. Through that process we’ve come together to identify our challenges, and
collaborated to build something that is consistent with our movement, yet also pushes us to
take on a broader, more inclusive understanding of what knowledge is and who gets to
participate in knowledge. I'm also excited by the investments that we've been making in
Wikimedia Commons and in Wikidata, as the Foundation is beginning to expand its
perspective to their importance in the Wikimedia ecosystem. Finally, I think it’s important that
we’ve been developing a voice that stands for our values in policy discussions and in
broader public discourse.

Another way to think about this: when I came in as the head of communications several
years ago, I used to open up the press clippings every day, and read with dismay articles
about how Wikipedia was dying. Today, people are talking about how unique, important, and
essential Wikipedia is. I think that is perhaps one of the most significant things that we've all
done together.

“
Wikipedia is more trusted today than ever.... I mean that more people see
Wikipedia as a place that they can come to learn, to discuss, and find a
sense of shared understanding -- that it’s precisely because of our non-
commercial, community-driven model that they can trust us.
”
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SP: Both you and the WMF are unapologetically pro-diversity and more specifically,
feminist. The number of women editors has not risen to 25% which was a goal set several
years ago. How have you encouraged editors working with Women in Red and women’s
issues in general over the last 3 years? What more do you plan to do?

KM: First of all, I take that as a compliment. Diversity is baked into our vision statement: the
sum of all knowledge, every single human being. And feminism is a foundational part of
diversity: if we’re talking about every single human being, we need to be talking about every
single human being, including women and non-binary people. So, not only is this part of my
values, it’s absolutely part of the Foundation’s mission. Our obligation to all the world's
knowledge is about feminism and gender identity, along with other forms of diversity. Having
said that, I share our critics’ dismay around our challenges in moving the needle on gender
representation in our editing community and in our content. And when I speak about these
issues, I'm rarely the first person to raise the alarm -- if anything, I’m often echoing back
things that community leaders have been saying for some time.

It’s true that we haven't reached the 25% overall participation rate for contributors to our
projects, but we’re seeing positive movement (https://medium.com/@marianarra_/women-in-
the-wikimedia-movement-roles-culture-and-opportunities-c1092b0b924) in other parts of the
movement. According to a 2016-2017 community survey, women represent 28% of affiliate
leaders and 25% of program organizers, and the percentage of female representatives in
affiliates’ boards grew from 20% to 28% between 2013 and 2017 . We also have much better
gender representation when you look at chapter EDs, Board seats, affiliate committees and
the like.

At the Foundation we’ve been focused on providing support, training, and mentoring for
groups that focused on these issues. This runs the gamut, from researching and highlighting
their work on our blog, such as Emily Temple-Wood and the “Keilana effect (https://blog.wiki
media.org/2017/03/07/the-keilana-effect/),” supporting peer-learning gatherings such as Wiki
Women Camp and 2018’s Diversity Conference, or direct funding for intersectional efforts
such as Art + Feminism. The core organizing team of Art+Feminism has received six grants
over the past five years from the Foundation, totaling more than $440,000, as well as 32
grants to local organizers in many countries, including Egypt, Ghana, India, Peru, Botswana,
New Zealand, Cameroon, Japan, and Italy. For many of these communities these are the
first events organized around gender and have catalyzed both conversations and additional
initiatives to increase gender diversity on the Wikimedia projects.

“
we haven't reached the 25% overall participation rate for [women]
contributors to our projects, but ... women represent 28% of affiliate
leaders and 25% of program organizers, and the percentage of female
representatives in affiliates’ boards grew from 20% to 28% between 2013
and 2017 . We also have much better gender representation when you look
at chapter EDs, Board seats, affiliate committees and the like.
”
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I also think it matters that the Wikimedia Foundation is a majority female-led organization.
We have a woman board chair, a woman Executive Director, and more than 50% of people
in management and leadership positions at the Wikimedia Foundation identify as women. I
genuinely believe that this matters -- not just as a model, but in the decision-making of the
organizations, affiliates, and structures of power that make up our movement. I’ll be curious
how the impact of this leadership plays out in five years time.

All this said, we know we have a ways to go. There's work that we can do from our product
standpoint, and in terms of supporting programs. The Foundation is currently doing a global
survey* to understand women's perceptions around the value they get from Wikipedia and
how we can encourage more women to participate. Our initial findings support what many in
our movement have presumed anecdotally about how women engage with Wikipedia and
why. Globally, more men have tried to edit Wikipedia than women have, and men find it more
useful and trustworthy than women do. We’ll be sharing more information about these
results and how our learnings will inform our future work to bring more women into our
movement the coming months.

*The survey was run in a representative sample from the United States, Nigeria, Germany,
Egypt, India, and Mexico.

SP: The New York Times (https://www.nytimes.com/2019/04/08/us/wikipedia-harassment-wi
kimedia-foundation.html) recently wrote about harassment on Wikipedia targeting
transgender and women editors. Have Wikipedia and WMF policies been effective in
preventing harassment? Would the WMF or administrators offend the editing community as
a whole by strict enforcement of anti-harassment rules, or by instituting new rules? The
Times article stated that the WMF is considering a new private harassment reporting system.
How is that going to work and when will it be rolled out?

KM: We know that harassment on Wikimedia is real. And it can be even more challenging
when compared to other major web platforms, because harassment in Wikimedia is rarely as
straightforward as that in the comments section of a social news feed. It’s just as
problematic, but often harder to detect using technical tools. For example, when we started
looking into harassment on the English Wikipedia, we learned that starting a conversation
with the word “Please” was a strong indicator that a conversation would go off the rails. You
wouldn't think that “Please,” an otherwise polite word, would lead to an unpleasant
interaction -- and yet, on Wikipedia it often does. In my mind, this underscores the
differences we face in tackling these issues versus other organizations. the relationship
between the Foundation and the community had been strained for as long as I’d been
around. There was little trust between the two groups, and the Foundation had made plenty
of missteps along the way.

“
I don’t think most of the on-wiki policies we have today are conducive to
creating safe and welcoming spaces. Far too frequently, people use our
policies to walk the line while still engaging in harassing behavior.
”
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You asked about Wikipedia’s policies around harassment. Truthfully, I don’t think most of the
on-wiki policies we have today are conducive to creating safe and welcoming spaces. Far
too frequently, people use our policies to walk the line while still engaging in harassing
behavior. These are policies that we as a community have built together over time, and they
enable behavior that drives away newbies, minorities, and other marginalized groups,
making our mission unquestionably poorer for the absence of their voices. I believe that it’s
time for the community and for the Foundation to engage in conversation about whether
these policies are ultimately serving our objective of building the encyclopedia -- or whether
they're preventing us from doing so.

In 2016 when I became Executive Director, the Board gave the Foundation a mandate to
address harassment. Since then, we’ve become more assertive about enforcing actions on
repeat offenders in our communities. In addition to removing the worst offenders, I hope
people also feel secure in knowing that there are certain types of behavior that will no longer
be tolerated. Similarly, the anti-harassment team at the Foundation has been researching
and rolling out efforts around clear, enforceable policies and better tools to identify and
address harassing behavior, but there’s still much to do.

One of the strategies we’re considering next is how do we improve the reporting process,
both for the person flagging harmful behavior and for the community members who take
action. We want to help people make more informative reports that get routed to the right
person and that have a clear path to escalation if needed. We’re also looking at how we
continue to improve transparency around these processes, to help both the community and
the Foundation better understand the volume and severity of issues.

Yet, while that’s a good start we know there’s more work to be done. I often think about how
great community members are at recognizing and addressing copyright violations on our
projects -- imagine if our community felt that comfortable and empowered addressing
harassment?

SP: Since 2017 when the WMF anti-discrimination policy (https://foundation.wikimedia.org/
w/index.php?title=Non-discrimination_policy&diff=prev&oldid=110587) was revised, there
are no WMF policies against discrimination of protected classes of editors, only against
discrimination against WMF employees and contractors. There would be some obvious
difficulties in protecting anonymous editors against discrimination and it would be a huge job
in any case, but is the WMF considering doing anything in this area?

KM: In 2017, we updated the policy to include new explicit protections and expanded
definitions related to gender identity and expression, disability, citizenship, and ancestry.
Historically the policy had been applied to only staff and contractors, and we wanted to
make its application more explicit. Our intent wasn’t to limit how this was applied to people
contributing to the projects, but to create opportunity for volunteers to explore spaces for
women-identifying groups or cultural affinity groups on-wiki which might otherwise have
been limited by the language of the previous policy. Of course, we still have other guidance
on engagement that applies, including resources such as the code of conduct for technical
spaces (https://blog.wikimedia.org/2017/06/08/wikimedia-code-of-conduct/).
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(As I was answering this question, I realized that I actually wrote the 2017 announcement (ht
tps://blog.wikimedia.org/2017/03/14/non-discrimination-policy-updates/) about our changes
to the anti-discrimination policy!)

SP: There’s a very old criticism of the WMF that predates your employment at WMF. It keeps
on resurfacing from time to time however. How do you react to editors who say “The WMF
has grown too fast; it raises and spends too much money. Much of that spending is just
wasted on too many employees who don’t directly help editors.”?

KM: I know this one! And I’m sympathetic. We’re first and foremost a volunteer community
and project, and there’s a natural tension with how resources are allocated between
volunteer efforts and staff -- that’s true in so many organizations. Furthermore, how you see
the Foundation’s size and budget is all a matter of perspective: after working for a 20-person
non-profit, 350 people seems enormous to me. But compared to tens of thousands of people
at other large web platforms, 350 often feels like a raft on the ocean.

Every year at the Foundation, we go through a budgeting process in which we look at
everything we’re doing, and figure out where we might be able to hire a few new people.
And every year, we see increased needs and demand -- whether it’s improved site
performance and reliability, more support for non-Latin languages on-wiki or in Foundation
communications and services, improved interfaces for mobile editing, improved tools against
harassment, more support for diverse geographies, upgraded security and privacy practices,
new tooling for the sister projects -- there’s no shortage of what we could be doing. And we
want to do it all with independence and integrity, in a way that reflects our values. We might
have fewer staff and a smaller budget if we supported fewer languages, used private cloud
hosting, or didn’t prioritize community health, but is that the Wikimedia we want to be?

Another way to think about this is that Wikimedia is the fifth most popular website on the
planet, with about a billion people globally using our sites. Everyone else even remotely
near this scale has tens of thousands of employees. And yet, even with those numbers,
we’re so far from realizing our true vision: a future where every single person in the world
can share in the sum of all knowledge. Often, when I talk to Foundation staff, they tell me we
could be 3,500 people and still not cover the scope of the mission or the community needs. If
we only reach around one billion people right now, we’re definitely going to need more
capacity to realize that aspirational goal.

“
every year, we see increased needs and demand -- whether it’s improved
site performance and reliability, more support for non-Latin languages on-
wiki or in Foundation communications and services, improved interfaces
for mobile editing, improved tools against harassment, more support for
diverse geographies, upgraded security and privacy practices, new
tooling for the sister projects -- there’s no shortage of what we could be
doing.
”
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Maher at Wikimania 2018 in Cape Town

But that’s my perspective. And as I said at the beginning of this interview, we’re not always
going to agree and that’s okay. That’s part of the nature of how Wikimedia works. I recognize
how fortunate our movement is to have the amount of financial and community support that
we do -- we should approach it with respect and humility.

SP: You spend a great amount of time on airplanes. Could you give an estimate of the
number of flights or number of miles you’ve flown in the last year? Does this limit the amount
of work you can get done in San Francisco? Who runs things while you are away? What are
the benefits of the trips?

KM: Indeed -- it’s a lot of time on planes, too much, if you ask me! Last year, I think traveled
about 200,000 miles, which is probably unhealthy for me and the world. But at the same
time, I’ve found it absolutely invaluable to understanding the needs, challenges, and
opportunities our communities face.

In any given month, I’m often attending
community events and gatherings, including
regional and thematic conferences and the
Wikimedia Summit and Wikimania.
Increasingly, I’m also on the road to meet with
supporters of the movement -- not just donors,
but partners and other allied groups.
Sometimes I’m out speaking to critics: as
pressure on “big tech” increases, I’m meeting
journalists and policymakers to explain why
our model and community is so different than
many other parts of the web, and to encourage
them to support policy objectives that
recognize those differences.

I believe the biggest benefit of my trips is that I
get to meet people in the places where they
work, whatever that is. Wikimedia’s mission is
most powerful when it comes to you: when you
experience it in your context, your language, or
as aligned with your personal mission. And
meeting community members in their local
environments is incomparable -- whether that’s
at a library for an edit-a-thon, a university
outreach program, or a gathering of a local affiliate. It is an opportunity to understand local
challenges, put faces to names, hear about the impact of Wikimedia in a language or
community, and truly understand the breadth and importance of our movement to so many
people.

As for how it all works -- well, I’m answering these questions right now on a plane from
30,000 feet in the air! My travel doesn’t really limit my work, since the Foundation is
increasingly remote and distributed across the world -- today only about a third of the
Foundation’s 350 staff are in San Francisco. I strongly believe that this is the best way for
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our organization to reflect and serve our global community, which is itself remote and
distributed, working collaboratively over distance and time. There's something very
meaningful about working the way that the majority of our staff and contributors work. And
fortunately, we have a great team and a new COO to make sure everything keeps moving in
San Francisco -- and they know how to reach me, any time of day or night.

SP: Do you have time while flying to do much non-WMF reading? I was surprised that the
Financial Times (https://www.ft.com/content/730d0d24-ceaa-11e7-9dbb-291a884dd8c6)
had two photos of your bookshelves, showing titles in Arabic, and authors like Daniel
Kahneman and Philip Howard. Do these books contribute to your work at WMF or are they
just to satisfy your personal search for knowledge? What are you reading now?

KM: Right now I’ve got three books in my carry-on bag: The Badass Librarians of Timbuktu,
The Sympathizer, and Why I’m No Longer Talking to White People About Race. As I
mentioned, I spend so much time on planes, and while it’s a great time to get work done, it’s
also an opportunity to take a deep breath and learn about the world.

I was always a voracious reader as a little kid -- I knew my hometown librarians by name,
and they all knew me. My family would visit the library with a canvas bag and fill it up with
books -- and then a week later, we’d go back and swap them all out for more. I’ve kept this
up as an adult, though I own more titles now. In fact, the books on my bookshelf are just a
subset of the total -- my parents really wish I’d come collect the rest from their house!

The reason you've noticed titles in Arabic, German, and other languages on my bookshelf in
that photo is that I did study in all of those languages at one point, although unfortunately
none really stuck. As for Kahneman and Howard -- I’ve been fortunate to have known
Professor Howard for some time, and learned a lot from his work! But generally, my
bookshelf reflects my eclectic set of interests, the places and work I’ve spent time, and my
abiding interest in how technology intersects with the best and worst of the human condition.

SP: One of the proposed goals in the 3-5 year plan (https://meta.wikimedia.org/wiki/Wikimed
ia_Foundation_Medium-term_plan_2019) is to “Modernize our product experience.” This
sounds like a move away from websites to mobile phone apps or perhaps other
technologies. How do you expect this goal to be accomplished?

KM: You’re absolutely right -- but I’d restate it less about “moving away” from websites and
more about embracing a future in which the website experience is only a part of our digital
ecosystem. Already, it’s predicted that by 2020, 50% of all search experiences will be
through digital voice assistants. And that’s not just on fancy phones and home devices --
voice assisted technologies have the potential to be transformative in lower literacy
communities. Wikipedia should always be a place for collaboration and creation - open
source, read/write, and true to our values. But I believe the vision for Wikipedia and
Wikimedia goes well beyond the websites, to a world of connected free knowledge -- one in
which people can explore free knowledge on different devices, interfaces, and experiences,
where they can ask simple or complex questions, immerse themselves in rich images and
media, and connect to other free knowledge repositories beyond our ecosystem (as already
happens through so many of our GLAM partnerships). I believe this means reaching people
in parts of the world we’re not currently serving well by making contribution, curation, and
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collaboration tools more equitable and easy to use. That means providing tools that work
across many different devices with minimal technical needs. Mobile will absolutely be a part
of the solution, although it won’t be limited to just new mobile technologies. We can do a lot
more with our existing AI and automation tools to find content gaps in our projects, protect
the integrity of content, and empower smaller projects within the community to adapt our
software and platform to what’s most effective for them.

To make all of this happen, the Foundation and movement will need to invest in machine
learning, structured data development, multimedia and interactive content capacity, server
and network infrastructure, developer tooling and engineering productivity, and volunteer
diversity. We need to understand how people are experiencing and consuming knowledge
globally, and adapt while staying true to our values.

SP: One of the proposed priorities in the 3-5 year plan (https://meta.wikimedia.org/wiki/Wiki
media_Foundation_Medium-term_plan_2019) is global advocacy. Any political advocacy is
always controversial among editors. Ideally the editing community should include people of
almost all political views and movements. How can you engage with governments as
different as those in China, Iran, Mexico and the U.S. while not offending large parts of the
editing community?

KM: Wikimedia is not and should never be a partisan political organization. But global
advocacy is not about politics -- or not only about politics! It is about understanding the
broader legal, regulatory, and policy context in which our movement operates -- what are the
laws and policies that support us in better serving our mission, and what are the policy
trends that could threaten our projects, platforms, and people? I believe we have an
obligation to advance a policy agenda that supports free knowledge, as well as protect the
open web and fundamental rights that enable our community, projects, and mission to thrive.

To manage the diversity of perspectives from the many different governments around the
world, our conversations need to be grounded in our values and our overarching mission.
Most of the time, our conversations with governments focus on education and awareness,
explaining how Wikipedia works, while remaining rooted in our values and commitments.
But sometimes, this will also mean engaging with difficult actors -- especially those who
attempt to censor or block the projects. But as ever, we’ll never compromise on censorship,
transparency, or the Wikimedia open model. Again, our communities may not always agree
on which policies, which issues, how vocal, or when. But I’ve always been impressed by our
ability to find and build on consensus, including in conversations about the policies and
laws where Wikimedia’s perspective should be heard.

“
I believe we have an obligation to advance a policy agenda that supports
free knowledge, as well as protect the open web and fundamental rights
that enable our community, projects, and mission to thrive.
”
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SP: Another proposed priority in the 3-5 year plan is to increase worldwide readership,
especially in Asia and Africa. The WMF has always been aggressively international and
multi-cultural in its work, yet readership is still concentrated in Europe and North America.
What can you do differently to help broaden Wikipedia’s readership?

KM: We know that by 2030, 80% of the world’s population will be in Asia and Africa --
continents that currently rank lowest on Wikimedia participation and readership. If we judge
the success of our mission by every single human participating in all the world’s knowledge,
that means we really have a ways to go.

This is why increasing worldwide readership is a top priority -- creating a stronger global
presence of Wikipedia readers requires intention and work across the movement, from
raising awareness of Wikipedia in parts of the world where it’s not widely known, to
conducting user research on how people search and discover knowledge on and off the
projects, to evolving the way people find and access knowledge on Wikipedia -- whether
that be through new formats like video or structured data.

It means increasing language and translation support, and supporting our communities so
that when people come to Wikipedia for the first, second, or third time, they’re finding articles
that are relevant to them, in their own language. This includes working with new and existing
partners, including in education and in GLAM, who better understand local context and
knowledge traditions. It’s much more than readership -- after all, readers won’t use the
projects if they don’t see their language, culture, experiences reflected in them. Readership
is just the biggest, hardest thing to take on -- so we want to set that ambitious goal, in order
to better understand the equally ambitious actions we undertake to be successful.

SP: Everybody, at least occasionally, thinks about their next job. What type of work would it
take to get you to consider leaving the WMF? Or is being the ED of the WMF your ideal job?
Perhaps someday you’ll want to retire or just do something less stressful. What do you think
you’ll do then?

KM: Luckily I really, truly love my job. Even on the tiredest mornings, I’m able to get out of
bed feeling fortunate to do something I love, with people I respect and admire, on behalf of a
mission I truly believe in. It can be a lot at times, but that’s the nature of working for a
movement that has such a spectacularly aspirational vision for the world.

In the past, I always knew it was time to move on when I started being more interested in
something outside of my work than inside the role. What I’ve found is that the beauty of
Wikimedia is that everything is in the work, whether it’s meeting new people and partners,
learning about places, languages, or cultures that are new to me, understanding new
technologies and systems that are going to impact our lives, or ways that knowledge is used
as a tool of power or empowerment. There is never a typical day, and I love that about us.

This is an incredible organization where I have the opportunity to take on an ambitious
mission, and do so in partnership with a community of people around the world. It reflects a
global generosity of spirit in a time when we need more of it. And maybe, if and when I do
take a break, I’ll go sit on a beach somewhere for a bit… and find a promising article in need
of a good edit!
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One thing I thought was truly interesting is that when asked about achievements of the community and the
WMF, Maher responded exclusively with accomplishments of the editing and contributing communities and
did not point to anything produced by the WMF itself. To some extent that is the fundamental question
about the WMF; it is absolutely critical to facilitating the work of the community by maintaining the
software, but otherwise what does it do?. Nathan T 00:06, 2 May 2019 (UTC)

Resource curse due to passive income must be a challenging fundamental for any
organisation. Widefox; talk 11:12, 2 May 2019 (UTC)

Beyond maintaining the software, another WMF function that I think is important for
supporting community is grants. I've received grants to help with edit-a-thon costs
and conference travel, for instance, and they've been immensely helpful. The
majority of Wikimedia contributors, however, don't come into contact with grants, and
I think it's often hard to say how much WMF support (such as grants) factors into
community achievements. Airplaneman ✈ 19:51, 2 May 2019 (UTC)

These were very good questions to be asking the foundation in my view, covering both their work and the
largest community concerns about them. Thanks, GreyGreenWhy (talk) 10:28, 4 May 2019 (UTC)

Seconded. Good questions, and good answers. Legoktm (talk) 07:26, 6 May 2019 (UTC)

Indeed - not a meaningless set of puff questions, nor a set that might cause unneeded
disputes. Nosebagbear (talk)
I would be interested to know both what the WMF employees, and the seemingly vast
myriads of consultants (also relevant for "where is the money going?") think of the
functionally unique organisational structure of having both a large traditional organisational
group of employees that can agree or disagree with changes, but also a massive group of
individuals involved in the body that not merely could, but do, throw out advanced ideas and
proposed solutions. The only functional equivalents might be some major political parties.
Nosebagbear (talk) 21:27, 6 May 2019 (UTC)
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